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1. INTRODUCTION, PRELIMINARIES, AND STATEMENTOF MAIN RESULTS 
1.1. Introduction and Preliminaries 
Let C2 be an open bounded domain in R”, n typically 22, with 
sufficiently smooth boundary F’. In CI we consider the following Kirchoff 
plate in the solution ~(t, x): 
i 
w,, - y Aw,, + A2w = 0 in (0, TJ x Q = Q; (l.la) 
w(0, x) = wo; wt(O, x) = WI in 52; (l.lb) 
w/,=0 in (0, T] x r=X; (l.lc) 
Aw(,,,=O in (0, T] xl-‘,=Z,; (l.ld) 
Awjz, = u in (0, T]xI’,=L,, (l.le) 
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with only one control action u E L,(C,) exercised in the B.C. (Lie). This is 
a distinctive feature of the problem here considered over existing literature, 
see below. In (l.ld)-(l.le) we have r,,, rl open sets of r: rl non-empty, 
To u rr = I’. Also in (l.la), 7 is a positive constant, which radically changes 
the dynamical behavior of the system over the case 7 = 0, in that--unlike 
the latter-the former case y > 0 gives rise to a hyperbolic dynamics with 
finite speed of propagation. In this paper we shall be concerned with the 
following intimately related problems for the dynamics (1.1): the issues of 
exact controllability and uniform stabilization in the space of optimal 
regularity. It will be expedient to single out the corresponding problem 
with homogeneous boundary data 
i 
h-~&r+A~~=.f in Q; (1.2a) 
f?w4~~)=4,; $,(O,*~)=d, in L22; (1.2b) 
dlz-0 in Z; (1.2cj 
Atil,=o in C. (1‘2d) 
To describe our result, we shall first let A be the positive self-adjoint 
operator on L,(G) defined by 
.4$ = A’$; 9(A)= (~~H”(SZ):~/~=dll/l~=o), 
A’!‘“,) = - A$, $@A”:) = H2(Q) n iq(O). 
(1.3) 
The following space identifications are known (,with equivalent norms) 
[G. t]: 
9(Ae)= (+EH~@(SZ): t&=0}, $dl<;; 
52(A’)= {~~H’~(a):~j,=d~l,=O), ;<e<.. 
(1.4) 
The following specializations thereof will be needed below: 
for g E H$G?) 
(Ma) 
equivalent to the 
/(gllH~(*,-norm, 
in turn equivalent to 
(1.5b) 
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the latter norm being denoted by 9(A:‘4)-norm, or H;,,(Q)-norm; 
H=&ti’2)= {$EH2(.Q):lj(r=O}; for ,g~ 9(A 1!2) 
II &(.a,+ = IM 1’2gll ken, = s Vd’ dQ R 
equivalent to 
IIA1’4gll tz(n) + 1’ II~“‘gll:z(n) = Ilgll&,y 
the latter norm being denoted by 9(A,i’2)-norm; 
t+(A’“)= (lJkH3(52): $lr=d$(,=O); 
‘)’ 
for g E 9?(A3i4) 
1 i/2 
II gll qaw, = llA3’4Al L?(O) = IM 1’4 ll L2(R) = IV&N 2 dQ 
1 
(1.6b) 
(1.7) 
by (1.3) and (1Sa). The basic space for the solutions of problem (1.1) with 
z~EL,(C,) will be the space 
z= 9(A”2) x S&4’~4) = [H”(Q) n H;(Q)] x H&Q). (1.8) 
1.2. Regularity and Exact Controllability 
We begin by stating the main (optimal) regularity results for the 
solutions of problems (1.1) and (1.2). 
THEOREM 1.1 (Fundamental Trace Regularity for the Homogeneous 
Problem (1.2)). With reference to problem (1.2) with f = 0, we haue for any 
O<T<co. 
(1.9) 
E#J)-j- IV(4%Jl’+ lVd112+~ 14b12dQ (1.10) 
n 
by (1.5), (1.6), (1.7). 
By duality, or transposition, on Theorem 1.1, one obtains 
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THEOREM 1.2 (Interior Regularity for Problem (1.1)). Wifh reference to 
problem (l.l), we have that for any finite T and, saq’, r, = r, 
II l%‘o, WI, u)- -+ {w(t), wt(t)): continuous 9(P) x q.A1’4) x L*(O, T; L*(T)) 
-+ C( [O, T]; sqA”*) x 9(A”“)). (1.13) 
The map in (1.13) is, in fact, surjective for T sufficiently large. Indeed, by 
time reversal of problem (l.l), even more is contained in the following 
result, which does not require geometrical conditions if f i = F. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Exact Controllability on Z = $S(A’!‘) x ?!?(A1/4))~ 
(a) Let fl = I-. Then there exists a time T,> 0 (which cun be expiiciti~ 
estimated in the proqf, see (4.26) below) such that if T> T,, then, given 
any {wO, M’ 1 > E Z = 9(A Ii2 ) x ~9( A li4), there exists a suitabZe control 
u E L,(O, T; L?(F)) such that the corresponding solution of (1.1) satisfies 
w( T, -) = w,( T, .) = 0; (w, w,} E C( [0, T]; S+l”*) x GS(Al’“)). 
(b) More generally, let r, #q5. Then, the same exact controllability 
result as in (a) holds true with control UE L,(O, T: L,(T,)), prooided that: 
(b,) there exists a vector field h(x) = [h,(x), . . . . h,(x)] E [C’(n)]” 
such that 
(i) h(x) . v(x) < 0 on Z-,; v = outward unit normal; (1.14) 
(ii) ~~H(x)u(x).u(x)dR~pj iU(.~)l&dQ 
Q 
for some constant p > 0, Vu E [L,(Q)]“, (1.15) 
guaranteed by H(x) + H*(x) strictly positive definite on 0, where 
H(x) = 
ah, ah, -...- 
ax, 8X,! 
. 
ah dh -A...” 
ax, ax,, 
(1.16) 
(b2) The corresponding homogeneous problem ( 1.2a)-( 1.2d), along 
with the additional third B.C. (a(Aq5)/&) IL, = 0 on L-, = (0, T] x rl implies 
lj -0. 
Remark 1.1. Of course, if r, is empty, then we may take h(x) =x - x0, 
.K~ ER”, to satisfy (1.15) with H(x) s identity, p = 1. Moreover, in this case, 
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the uniqueness property described in (b2) holds true as well: see the proof 
of the subsequent Lemma 4.2, where we shall ultimately fall, after a change 
of variable, into a recent uniqueness result in [IL-L.l, p. 1271, whose 
application, however, will require in our case r”, = r. We have not 
investigated directly whether the uniqueness property in (bz) holds true 
also for ri s r. At any rate, case (a) is contained in case (b). We shall 
accordingly work with a general vector field as in (i)-(ii) above. 
1.3. The Feedback System and Uniform Stabilization 
Uniform Stabilization oj’ Problem (I.1 ) by Means qf an dlgebraic Riccati 
Operator. As a consequence of the regularity Theorem 1.2 and of the 
exact controllability Theorem 1.3, problem (1.1) satisfies the abstract 
framework of the linear quadratic regulator problem over an infinite 
horizon and corresponding algebraic Riccati equation, as presented in 
[F-L-T.11 (which extends to abstract spaces the treatment of CL-T.81 for 
wave equation with Dirichlet control). In particular, exact controllability 
on Z guarantees that the corresponding Finite Cost Condition is satisfied 
on Z. As a consequence, [F-L-T.11 provides a feedback operator 
-B*P[w, wI] based on the Riccati operator P acting on the full pair 
{ tt’, w,> which produces uniform exponential decay (uniform stabilization) 
of the Kirchoff plate (1.1) in the norm Y(Z) of Z. See CL-T.101 for more 
details. 
Uniform Stabilization by an Explicit, Dissipative Feedback Operator. 
This issue is, in fact, the main goal of the present paper. The regularity and 
exact controllability results in Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 indicate that the 
appropriate state space for stabilization is the space g(A’j*) x @(A”“), 
suitably topologized. To see how it should be topologized, we first let u 3 0 
in (l.le). It then follows, by multiplying Eq. (l.la) by PV, and integrating 
by parts, that the following “energy” of the free system is constant: 
E,,,(t) =J (dlv(t))2 + w;(t) + y IVw,(t)l* dQ (1.17) 
D 
= IlA1’2”‘(t)lI;2(Q) + lIw)lIZ*ca) + Y Il~“4~~twll &?) (1.18) 
where, as noted before, GB(,4:‘“), or likewise H&,(Q), will be our notation 
for the Hilbert space .Q?(A”4), when endowed with norm as in 
(l.lSb)-equivalent to (1.5a)-and corresponding inner product, 
(xv Y) $qA:!“) = ((I+ yA”‘)X, Y)Lz(c2), x, ye L2(A”4) = H&2). (1.20) 
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Thus, the corresponding dynamic operator (/ 2 ,$ in the notation below) of 
the,free system is skew-adjoint on the space 
z, = 9(A”2) x F(A.yy, (1.21) 
or, equivalently, the S.C. group exp(1 2 61 t) generated by it is unitary on 
such space. Then, consistently with the function spaces of the exact 
controllability Theorem 1.3, we shall study the question of existence and 
construction of an explicit boundary operator 9 based on the “velocity” We, 
W,E 9(A;‘4) + .F(w,) E L2(0, cc; L(fl)), (1.22) 
such that the boundary feedback function u = P(wJ~) once inserted in (Lie) 
produces an S.C. (feedback) semigroup on Z;, in (1.21) which decays in the 
strong, respectively, uniform norm Y(Z,,) of Z,; in the latter case by 
necessity in an exponential way. (The feedback -B*P[w, w[] based on the 
Riccati operator P, referred to before, acts instead on the full pair ( W, IV, 1.) 
Choice of the Operator 9. It is justified in Section 5 that the following 
choice of 9, 
Aw 1 z, = 
alv, u=F(w,)= -x = - G; A,,', = D*A1~2w,, (1.23) 
ZI 
where the operators c?, and b are defined in Section 2 below, Eqs. 
(2.7)~(2.11), provides a reasonable candidate for the stabilization problem. 
Thus, the resulting candidate feedback system, whose stability properties 
we shall investigate, is, by (1.23), 
1 
‘I’,, - y AN,,, + A2w = 0 on (0, T] x Q = Q; (1.24a) 
w(0, x) = l”(j; lV,(O, x) = WI on B; (1.24b) 
IV ) 2 = 0 on (O,T]xf=C; (1.24cj 
Aw~,,=O on (0, T] xTO-zO; ( 1.24d) 
A,~~Iz,= -2 on (0, T] xrl=C1. (1.24ej 
By use of the techniques explained in Section 2, see (2.7), and in (5.1) 
(5.2), problem (1.24) can be rewritten more conveniently in abstract form 
as (the sub-index F stands for “feedback”) 
w,, = dw + s&,@ Aw,; on Z,, = 9(A”‘) x $@A:!“); 
(1.25) 
(1.26) 
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where G? = - (I+ J~A’~~)-~ A is, by (1.20), a negative self-adjoint operator 
on B( Aij4). 
THEOREM 1.4. (i) ( Well-posedness on 2,). The operator J& in (1.26) is 
dissipative on 2, = $??(A”‘) x 9(Aij4) (see (1.20)) and satisfies here range 
(AZ- s&) = Z,, for A z=- 0. Thus, by the Lumer-Phillips theorem, S$ generates 
a strongly continuous contraction semigroup edFFI on Z,. Th,e resolvent 
operator R(1, ~2’) is given bJ> 
I- v-‘(n) 
R(A, sQ= 1 
- v-‘(/I)&?-’ 
(1.27) 
- V-‘(A) -1v-‘(/+c ’ 
V(;l)=I+G,~;A-~2d-L; cd-‘= -A-‘(Z+yA’,‘*), (1.28) 
and is compact on Z, for Re I > 0. Moreover, OE p(~&), the resolvent set 
of&&. 
(ii) (L,-boundedness of feedback operator). For {wO, w,} E Z,, we 
have for problem (1.24), with E,&,(t) defined bl) (1.17)-(1.19), 
dL(t) d edft ’ -=- 
dt ” dt II
= - 2 JJD*A112w, I( ;~z(TIj 
Z) 
a+ 2 =- 2s (-) r, av dc 
E,>,(t)-&..(O)= -2 j;lr, (%)2dTdt 
(1.29) 
= - 2 j’ @*A”‘w, (I$,) dt; 
0 
For the uniform stabilization problem, we shall take Z-, = 0, and so 
rI = r throughout. 
THEOREM 1.5 (Uniform Stabilization on Z,). Let I-, = Qr in (1.24d). Let 
Q satisfy the following condition: There exists a vectorfield h(x) E [C’(D)]’ 
such that : 
(i) R(x) is parallel to the (unit) normal uector v(x) on c (1.32) 
(ii) h satisfies condition (1.15). (1.33) 
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Then, there exist constants 6 > 0 and M= Ms > 1 such that the solutions of 
the feedback problem (1.24) satisjjl 
where Z, is defined in (.1.21). 
Remark 1.2. The class of domains 52 to which Theorem 1.5 is 
applicable, i.e., satisfying conditions (i) = (1.32) and (ii) = (1.33) includes 
the class of strictly convex domains, or set theoretic differences thereof 
CL-T.71. For information on estimates of 6, we refer to [B-T.l, 
Remark 1.1, p. 511 or [IO-T.1, Remark 1.4, p. 2821.. 
1.4. Literature 
References [L-L. 1, Lag. 1 ] consider Kirchoff plates. More precisely, 
[L-L.l, Chap. v] gives exact controllability results either under different 
boundary conditions, or else with the same boundary conditions w 1 Z = t’,,, 
dw IZ = ur, but with the use of both controls Do, ur, which moreover are 
taken in different spaces. Reference CLag.1, Sect. 4.41 gives a uniform 
stabilization result, again using different (higher) boundary conditions than 
the ones used here, and moreover, with use of two feedback controls. It is 
well known that the problems of exact controllability/uniform stabilization 
are much dependent on the type of B.C. and that, moreover, the presence 
of only one control action of the two potentially available introduces addi- 
tional difficulties. It is interesting to compare the results of the present 
paper with those in [L.T-31 for the corresponding Euler-Bernoulli 
problem (which is not hyperbolic) obtained by simply setting 7 =0 in 
(l.la). In CL-T.31 exact controllability is obtained in 9(A1/2)x L2(Q) 
using controls of class LJO, T; H’12(r)) only in dwl,, and with no 
geometrical conditions on 0. Compare with our present Theorem 1.3. On 
the other hand, uniform stabilization is obtained for the Euler-Bernoulli 
problem under geometrical conditions far more severe than the ones given 
here in our Theorem 1.5 for the corresponding result. Moreover, the two 
problems entail different technical tools, e.g., different multipliers. 
2. OPERATOR MODELS FOR PROBLEMS (1.1) AND (1.2) 
Boundary Homogeneous Problem (1.2). The abstract equation which 
describes the homogeneous problem (1.2) is readily seen to be 
(Appendix C) 
~rt=~~+(z+~lA’!2)~1f, d(O) = do, 4,(O) = $1; (2.1) 
Jig = - (I+ yA”‘)-l A; 9qd) = 9(A). (2.2) 
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The operator d, which is readily seen to be a bounded perturbation of the 
negative operator -A ‘12/y (Appendix C), is the generator of a cosine 
operator g(t) with Y(t) = [h g(r) dT. Thus, the solution of problem (1.2), 
equivalently of (2.1), is given explicitly by 
(Kf.)(t)=j’Y(t-t)(l+yA1~2)~‘f(~)dr: 
0 
continuous L,(O, T; [S?(A’!*)]‘) --f C( [0, T]; 9(Ai1”)); 
(z) (t)=j;V(t-r)(I+yA1~2)-1f(r)dc 
continuous Li(O, T; [LI~(A”‘)]‘) --f C( [0, T]; LJQ)). 
Other continuity results for K, dK/dt can be readily given; e.g., 
: L,(O, T; L2(Q)) + C( [0, T]; 9(A) x 9(ki2)). 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
w~t=d(lo-~2u) on L,(Q); 
or (2.7) 
wrr = dl4’ - s&, u on, say, [g(A)]‘. 
In (2.7), G, is the Green operator delined by 
y=G2g2- (A ‘y=O in Q; y=O on I’; d~j=O on r,; dy=g, on r,>. 
(2.8 1 
Non-homogeneous Problem ( 1.1). By proceeding as in [L-T.1, L-T.5, 
T.11, we have that the abstract differential equation in factor, respectively, 
additive form which models problem (1.1 ), is given by 
We readily have for future use [L-T.l, Remark 3.2; L-T.21, 
G 
2 
= -A-l!*5 3 
y=Dvo (dy=O in Q; jp=O on r,; y=o on r,}, 
(2.9 1 
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and by (2.2) and (2.9) and [L-T.l, Lemma 3.1; L-T.21, 
0 on r,; 
@A$ = - fi*A’!“$ = 8,) 
-2-i 
on fr. 
(2.10) 
When we take To = 0 as in the uniform stabilization problem, we shall use 
the notation 
for To=@: G,=G?; D=d. (2.11) 
In (2.10) we have used the adjoint operators, 
@h Y)L2(R, = (h D*Yjr?(r); 
(GA Y)Lz(Q) = (4 mLz(r). 
(2.12) 
The following elliptic regularity properties CL-M.11 will be needed below: 
D: continuous H”(f) -+ Hs+1i’2(f2), s real; (2.13) 
D*: continuous H-“(Q) + H-5+1.12(iJ1 O<S& (2.14) 
where (2.14) follows by duality from (2.13) used in the range 0 dsd f. In 
particular, (2.14) for s = 0 followed by (2.13) for s = $ yields 
DD*: continuous L,(Q) -+ H’(Q). (2.15) 
In our study of regularity (Section 3) and of exact controllability (Sec- 
tion 4), we shall need to write the solution at time t = T of the non- 
homogeneous problem (1.1) with, say, M’~ = IVY = 0, which is given explicitly 
by [L-T.l-L-T.9, T.11, 
w(T;t=O;w,=u’,=O) 
I I 
z&u= - 
d ji Y(T- tj e2u(t) dt 
w,( T; t = 0; IV,, = wI = 0) --ad l;W(T- t) &u(t) dt ’ 
(2.16) 
and characterize the (Hilbert space) adjoint 9: of the above operator .5Cr. 
in terms of the corresponding homogeneous partial differential equation. 
LEMMA 2.1. For (zl, z2 > E Z= $!&(A”“) x 9(A1i4), we haue 
505’93 ‘l-6 
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where b(t) = +(t; &, til) is the solution of thefollowing backward problem 
4, -Y 44,, + 42b = 0; (2.19aj 
4lr=7=40; 4rlr=T=h; (2.19b) 
~Ir=4q5Iz=O. (2.19~) 
(2.20) 
whose solution is explicitly 
qqt)=W(t-T)&+Y(t-T)&. (2.21) 
BrooJ From (2.16) and (1.8), we compute as usual [L-T.2, L-T.4, 
L-T.91, etc., 
=--- 9’( T- t) G,u(t) dt, AZ, 
> LdQ) 
( J 
T 
-d %?(T- t) G2u(t) dt, A’!‘z, 
0 > b(Q) 
= - -T (u(t), &d[Y(T- t)Az, +W(T- t)A”2z2])LZCr.); J 
(2.22) 
0 
=@&[W(t-T)A”‘z,+Y(t-T)(-AZ,)] 
--$ A’l’[??(t- T)(I+ yA1j2)-’ z2 
= 
+Y(t- T)(I+yAl”)-’ (-A”‘z,)] on Z, 
(2.23) 
by (2.10), and (2.18) follows via (2.19)-(2.21). 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 may also be given by multiplying the nt-problem 
(1.1) by 4 and the +-problem (2.19) by w and integrating by parts. h 
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3. REGULARITY: PROOF OF (TRACE)THEORE!M 1.1 AND OF THEOREM 1.2 
3.1. A Fundamental Identity for Problem (1.2) 
Two of the three fundamental identities for problem (1.2) needed in this 
paper are used in this section. The third will be used in Section 4. We first 
formalize the property that problem (1.2) with f‘s 0 (free system) is conser- 
vative or energy-preserving. For problem (1.2) withfr 0, we define, in line 
with (l.lO), 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For problem ( 1.2) with f 3 0, we have 
E,(t) = const = E,(O), VJtER. (3.2) 
Proo$ One multiplies Eq. (1.2a) by dd,, integrates by parts, and uses 
the B.C. (1.2c)-( 1.2d). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. With reference to problem (1.2), let h(x) be a smooth 
vector field on 0 such that h = v (outward unit normal) on K Then, the 
following ia’entity holds true with H defined in (1.16): 
=I 
Q 
HV(A&-V(AdjdQ+JQ HVd:.V&dQ 
+ k IQ { IW, I2 + ~(4%)~ - lWW121 div 12 dQ 
+ s #t V(div h) .Vd, dQ Q 
Proof. A sketch of the proof based on the multiplier h .V(AqS) is 
provided in Appendix A: Eq. (A.7) there with h . v = 1 yields the left hand 
side of (3.3), while the right hand side of (AS) is precisely the right hand 
side of (3.3). 1 
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3.2. Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1.1 
From (3.1), the right hand side (R.H.S.) of identity (3.3) can be written, 
by Poincare inequality on b,, as 
R.H.S. of (3.3)=0 ~TEm(tjdt+E,(Tj+E,(0) 
> 
=C(T+2jE,(O) (3.4) 
0 
after using the energy preserving property (3.2). Thus, (1.9) follows from 
(3.3k(3.4). 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2: Interior Regularity 
We sketch a proof which adapts past reasonings to present circum- 
stances. 
Step 1. With reference to the map 2pT characterized in Lemma 2.1, 
Eq. (2.18), Theorem 1.1 says a fortiori that 
2:: continuous Z= $??(A1’2) x G?(A’l”) -+&(z). (3.5) 
Then, with reference to the map Y?T defined by (2.16), it follows from (3.5) 
that 
.Y=: continuous L?(z) -+ Z = %$4’/‘) x 9(A’/4). (3.6) 
Step 2. Since ( 2 0’1 is an s.c. group generator on Z, we can now apply 
Steps 3-4 as in the abstract proof of the Theorem in CL-T.1 1, p. 7471 
(originally given for second-order hyperbolic equations in CL-T.61 by 
abstract methods), where the operator YT here corresponds to the operator 
J* in (1.15) of [L-T.111. We then conclude that if M’~ = bvl =0 in (l.lb), 
then the map 
u -+ (w(t), w,(t)): continuous -+ C([O, T]; Z) 
as desired. Finally, [w,, iv11 EZ and u = 0 in (l.le) imply that the 
semigroup solution (or cosine/sine solution as in (2.21)) satisfies 
[w(t), ~rdt)l = Cexp(l~ 0’1 t)l Cwov JV~] E C([O, T]; 2). Theorem 1.2 is 
proved. 
4. EXACT CONTROLLABILITY: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Step 1. By the regularity. Theorem 1.2 the input-solution operator -U;. 
defined by (2.16) is continuous L,(~,)-,Z-~(A”‘)X~(A’:~). By the 
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time reversibility of problem (l.l), exact controllability at time T in 
the space Z= B(A’!*) x g(Alf4) within the L,(.,Yi)-class of controls is 
equivalent to surjectivity of gr, in turn equivalent to the property that 
S?;9*T have a continuous inverse; i.e., there is C,> 0 such that 
where 9: is defined in (2.17) and characterized in Lemma 2.1, Eq. (2.18). 
Accordingly, an equivalent partial differential equation characterization of 
inequality (4.1)-and hence of exact controllability at T < a over the space 
2 within the class of L,(C,)-controls u in (l.le)--is as follows: There exists 
a constant C; > 0 such that 
(4.2) 
where 4 solves the homogeneous problem (2.19) with initial conditions as 
in (2.20). Note that by (2.20), 
IlhJll s&,43.‘) = IIA3~4q501(L2(R)= l~A’~*(I+~A’~*)-’ A1:4z2//L2(R) 
equivalent to IIAli42J L1,R) = l122\l s(AL.j,; 
lI~IIIg(‘4’~)= I(A”2qhIlL2,R)= 1/A1;2(1+1’A1’2)-1A1i2zl//L,rn, 
equivalent to IIA”*z,II LZcn, = 11~~11 ac.41,2j. 
Step 2. It remains to show if or when (4.2) holds true. This is done in 
the following proposition which is the key technical issue of the present 
exact controllability problem for ( 1.1). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, there exists a 
time T,>O (estimated below in (4.26)) such that if T> T,, then for a 
suitable constant CT > 0, we have 
with EJO) as in (l.lO)-(1.12) or (3.1) where by time reversal, we may take 
I$ to be the solution of problem (1.2) with initial data {d,, 4,> ai in (2.20) 
at t = 0. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. Step (i). Most of the proof is reported in 
Appendices A and B for convenience. We use Eq. (A.5), with the left hand 
side as in (A.7), and (B.5) inserted in the right hand side of (A.5). We 
obtain with H defined in (1.16), 
= j HW~)-WGWQ+~ HVd,.V4tdQ 
Q Q 
+:I +V(divh).V(&)dQ 
Q 
Step (ii). Using assumption (1.15) on the matrix H(x), we obtain for 
the right hand side (R.H.S.) of (4.4), e>O, 
R.H.S. of (4.4)>(p-ejj IV(L+I~)(‘+IV&[~~Q 
Q 
-~~Q(Aq3)*+c,h~dQ+bo,; 
G,=cmF IV(divh)(. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
We also recall (B.6) (withf-0) in Appendix B and write 
s IVW)12+ IV4t12 dQ Q 
2; j 
Q 
lV(~O/2+/W12dQ+~ jQ IVW)12-lWA2dQ 
(by (B.6)) 
=- ;jQ IV(@)12+ IW,12dQ+; jQUA)2dQ 
4 C(r @,-4n Wnlor. (4.8) 
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Then, using (4.8) in (4.6) and recalling E&t) in (3.1 j results in 
R.H.S of (4.4)3 ~jiE,(rjd~+Poi-~je(d~)2+~~d~ 
Lb=G-g C(? @,-b,, 4&21;. 
Using the conservation of E&t), (3.2), we readily get 
l&WI f CCqATlf qml d K,qdO). 
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(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
We now use assumption (1.14) on h on the left hand side of (4.4), while 
on the right of (4.4) we combine (4.9) and (4.11) and use E,(t) z E,(O) to 
obtain 
s,, ( y)’ h . v dZ + 1X ($)’ h . v dZ 
2 [(p -E) T- 2K,l E,(O), (4.12) 
where if h(x) =x-x0, then G, = 0 in (4.7). In the case of a general h(.uj, 
we complete the proof by absorbing all lower order terms in (4.12) by a 
compactness argument of the type used in other waves or plates problems 
[Lio.l, Lio.2, Lit.1, L-T.2-L-T.4, L-T.91 as adapted to present circumstan- 
ces. In the case of a radial field where G,, = 0, we only need to absorb the 
boundary term &r5,/&. 
STEP (iii). LEMMA 4.2. Under the uniqueness property (b,) of Theorem 
1.3, inequality (4.12) implies that there exists a positioe time T, = T,(Q) 
depending on Q (subscript u stands for “uniqueness,” see later) such that if 
T > T, > 0, there exists a constant C, such that 
. ..j-(y)‘dZ. (4.13) 
Prooj The proof is by contradiction, as usual. Let there exist a 
sequence {d,(t)} of solutions to problem (2.19) with initial data 
($4,&l, fj,Il} E .(A3;4) x LiiyA’!‘) as in (2.20) such that (djdt = ‘) 
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J-(~)*dz+o as n+co. 
Then (b,z> satisfy inequality (4.12) and by (4.14), (4.15) we have that 
{dnO, bnl} is uniformly bounded in 3(A314) x s(,4”‘2). Thus, for a sub- 
sequence, 4no + Jo weakly in g(,43’4) and d,,r -+ some $, weakly in 
9(A”‘). We next consider the solution d(t) of the same problem (2.19) 
generated by the initial data {&, $ij, explicitly &(tj=2qt)~~++(t)~,. 
Then (d,(t), d:(t)} -+ (~(tj, J’(t)} in L”(0, T; B(A”‘“) ~9(Al’~)) weak 
star. Hence, 
(b,(r), i;(t)) uniformly bounded in L”(0, T; G3(A3”4) ~g(r1”~)). (4.16) 
Using the equation (2.1), tin”= (I+ 1tA’/*)-’ Ad,, we obtain via (4.16), 
(d,“(t), I::’ uniformly bounded in L”(0, T; 9(A'/") x&(Q)), (4.17) 
and thus a fortiori via (1.6) and (1.7), 
4, uniformly bounded in H3,‘(Q); 
& uniformly bounded in N’,‘(Q). 
(4.18) 
Then, by trace theory [L-M.l, Vol. II, p. 91, 
- uniformly bounded in H’i2~‘i’(Z). av (4.19) 
Then, by compactness from (4.16) [S.l] and, respectively, from (4.19), we 
have for a subsequence that 
kd strongly in C([O, T]; C@(A"') = H*(D) n HA(O)); (4.20) 
&, + P strongly in C( [0, T]; L,(Q)); (4.21) 
Ml 84 -+- 
av all strongly in L,(Z), (4.22) 
and by (4.20)-(4.22), as well as (4.14), we obtain 
(4.23) 
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On the other hand, & given below (4.15 j solves the homogeneous problem, 
i 
&r-~Aik,+A~~=o in Q; (4.24a) 
ib=&=O in Z; (4.24b) 
a(A& 
av 
= o in C,; (4.24c) 
the latter identity (4.2~) from (4.15). 
By changing variable $ = A$ = A’!‘$, see (1,3), we obtain 
J $rr-yA$,,+d’$=O in Q; (4.25a) rl/l,=Al//lz-=O in C; (4.25b) 
in C,, (4.25c) 
since by the equation AI) = A’&= y AT,, - $,,, which vanishes on Z by 
(4.24b). For problem (4.25) with r, = @ and thus ri = r, the uniqueness 
question has a positive answer [L-L.l, p. 1271: If T> some T,,, then 
$=A”‘$-0 in Q, h ence $=O in Q, which provides a solution to the 
uniqueness question for problem (4.24). If r, # 0, the uniqueness conclu- 
sion Ic/ E 0 was assumed in (b,), Theorem 1.3. Thus, in any case we have 
$zO in Q. But &SO in Q contradicts (4.23) and Lemma 4.2 is proved. 1 
Step (iv). Thus (4.12) and (4.13) yield (4.3) as desired for T7 T, with, 
say, 
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is complete. m 
Remark 4.1. In case of a radial field, a sharp estimate for the constant 
K, in (4.11) may be obtained by an observation as in [Lio.l-Lio.21. 
Remurk 4.2. We have not investigated directly if the required unique- 
ness property for the $-problem (4.24) holds true if To f @, l-i s f. Above 
we fall into the $-problem (4.25) and appeal to the uniqueness result in 
[L-L.l, p. 271 which requires in our case r, = r. 
Remark 4.3. Inequality (4.3) with rr = r of Proposition 4.1 implies a 
fortiori the following uniqueness result: If 4 satisfies the Kirchoff equation 
(1.2) = (2.19) and, moreover, the three boundary conditions, 
(4.27) 
for 0 < t G T, T sufficiently large, then in fact 4 z 0 in (2. By contrast, a 
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standard uniqueness result requires all four boundary conditions to be 
homogeneous. 
Remark 4.4. When I-, = r, inequality (1.9) (trace regularity) and 
inequality (4.3) (continuous observability) imply that we can introduce a 
norm on the initial data of the homogeneous problem (2.19), 
which is equivalent to E?(O), see (l.lO), which in turn is equivalent to 
II wh 41 H19(Aw)X~(4~~~~). 
5. THE CLOSED Loop SYSTEM: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 
Step 1 (Abstract Model for the Closed Loop System). We follow the 
conceptual approach of [L-T.5-L-T.7, T.l, T.21 for wave equations and of 
[L-T. l-L-T.4, B-T.11 for the plate equations. We return to the (open loop) 
abstract model (2.7) for problem (l.l), rewritten now as a first order 
system 
(5.1) 
Since, as observed below (1.20), the operator 1,: :I is skew-adjoint on the 
space 2, (defined in (1.21)), Eq. (5.1 j plainly suggests to take 
so that (5.1) becomes 
see (2.9)-(2.10) as a natural candidate for feedback stabilization as 
explicitly noted in (1.23), for this choice then makes the resulting feedback 
operator Z& defined in (5.2b) = (1.26) dissipative on 2, : recalling the inner 
product (1.20) on g(A$12) we have for I’= [~jr, y2] E g(JBF), and hence 
u = - & AJ’, by (5.2), 
= (V+P@‘*W’G,G:AJJ,, Y~LZ(R) (5.3a) 
= - ((I+yt1’,‘2)(I+yA1’2)-1 A&3Y4y2, y,),,o, 
2 
= - II’3&2Il L2.rj < 0, (5.3b) 
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where in going from (5.2) to (5.3) we have recalled the definition of d in 
(2.2). Then, with this choice for U, the resulting closed loop problem, where 
(1.23) = (52a) is inserted in (l.le), takes the abstract form, see also (2.9), 
‘Vu = dw + dG&Aw,= dH~+ .dA-“2D D*AL’2w, (5.4j 
on say [g(A)]‘, i.e., (1.25), or the explicit partial differential equation form 
as in (1.24). 
Step 2 (Well Posedness). Generation by .dF of an S.C. semigroup on Z, 
follows via the Lumer-Phillips theorem, since &F is actually maximal 
dissipative and indeed direct computations as in, say, [L-T.7, L-T.3, T.3, 
B-T.11, which are omitted here, yield the explicit expression (1.27) for 
the resolvent operator, where the operator v(Aj in (1.28) is boundedly 
invertible on 9(,4”‘) for A >O, since A+ lA(?ZZi; A + L’(1-t yA’!‘) is 
equivalently boundedly invertible on L,(Q). 
Step 3. The dissipativity (1.29) and the L,-boundedness in time (1.30) 
follow at once from (5.3) with y= [w(t), I,], since then (5.3) becomes 
in the Z,-norm: integrating in t and using contraction yields (1,30), (1.31). 
(Indeed, once uniform stabilization is proved, the map bound of 1 in ( 1.31) 
may be replaced with the bound $.) 
6. UNIFORM STABILIZATION: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
Since now r. = @ and rr = r, we shall use throughout G, and D instead 
of G,, a; see (2.11). 
6.1. A Change of Variable IV -+ p 
For the feedback problem (1.24), we define the “energy” E,,.(t) (as in 
(1.18)) by the squared norm of the semigroup in Theorem 1.4 on 
Z.,,=53?(AL’2) x ~(A:‘“) (see (1.6) and (1.19), (1.20)): 
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by the contraction property of (1.29) in Theorem 1.4. With reference to 
problem (1.24), our main goal will be to show, as usual, that there exists 
a time 0 < T< co and a corresponding constant c = cT> 0 such that 
for then (6.10) combined with Eq. (1.30) 
E,,,(O) = E,(T) + 2 joT .c, (2)’ d/Y 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
from the dissipativity relation, yields E,,,(O) > (2 + l/c) E(T), and hence, as 
usual, 
-LA T) < E,,.W9 or 
which implies the desired uniform (exponential decay (1.34)). (We refer to 
say [B-T.l, Remark 3.11 for a discussion of advantages and disadvantages 
of using criterion (6.3) over Datko’s theorem. In this paper, due to 
the more complex dynamics, we shall use (6.3).) Adapting to present 
circumstances the ideas of [ L-T.7, L-T.3, B-T.11 on the basis of the 
multipliers used in Section 3, we introduce a new variable p by setting 
p = A --‘2w, E C( [0, T]; 9(A3’;‘)), (6.4) 
where the indicated regularity is a consequence of Theorem 1.4(i). Thus, by 
(5.4) and (6.4), we obtain since A -liz and d in (2.2) commute 
pr = A - %J,, = A - ‘/2d,v + A - ‘%ZG, G; Awt 
= -(I+yA’j2)-’ [A1”w+DD*A1j2q]; (6.5a) 
pr + yA’!‘p, = - [Ali2w + D D*A1:‘wt], (6.5b) 
after using (2.2), (2.9). Thus, from (6.5), 
prr = dp - (I+ YA”~) -’ A”‘G2G; Au,,,, (6.6) 
OI 
(I+ yA”2)p,, + Ap =c (6.7) 
= D a(A”2~,) = _ D HAP,) 
av alI ' (6.8) 
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after recalling (2.9)-(2.1 l), and (6.4), (1.3). In terms of the scalar function 
p( t, x), x E Sz, corresponding to the vector-valued function p(t) =~(t, .), the 
abstract equation (6.7 j can be rewritten explicitly as the following Kirchoff 
homogeneous problem 
i 
pzr-y Ap,,+A’p=F in (0, T] x D = Q; (6.9a) 
p(0, x) =po = A P%~l in R; (6.9b) 
pr(O,x)=pl= -(I+yA’y 
x [A”2,t~, + D D*A1i’,vl] in Q; (6.9~) 
plz=O in (0, ZJ x r= C; (6,9d) 
ApI,= in (0, T] x r=E, (6.9e) 
where the homogeneous B.C. are a consequence of p E 5?(A3j’), see above 
(1.7). As usual, it will suffice to take initial data (We, w,} in a smooth 
space dense in Z,, say in L@(&,) with, say, u’i EN:(Q), which is dense 
in H;(Q) (the second coordinate space of the state space Z, in (1.21j), 
and obtain the inequality (6.1) with constant C, independent of the 
initial data. Then, ~~~~ E Hi(Q) implies D*A1’2w, = - &v,/& = 0 and 
p1 = - (I+JJA”~)-’ A1’2wo from (6.9~). In the analysis below of the 
p-system (6.9), we shall crucially use the following relationships between 
the desired norms in the original variable w and the norms in the new 
variable p which one obtains by use of multipliers techniques to be displayed 
below (same as in Section 3): 
equivalent to 
1 
1.‘2 
I/J@‘~w~ II Lz(Q) = llA3’4~ll L>(n) = lWp~12 dQ (6.1Oj 
by direct use of (1.5), (6.4) and (1.7); similarly, 
lI(~+1’A”‘)~,Il.~(sr)= (Il~,ll:,~n,+~~ IIA1~2~tll~,~n,+2~ lIA1’4~r/I:2cn~)1~2 
= IIA”2wl) L2(n) + o( IID*A1!21.12t II & (6.11) 
equivalent to 
= lVp,(2+y IAp,12 dQ (6.12) 
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by (6.5b), (1.6), (1.5); since p satisfies the B.C. (6.9c)-(6.9d), where we 
recall that the feedback operator on .Z is 
-G:A~?,=D*A~!*,~,=A,*,(,= -2 
z 
= -dA’:ZA-l:Z\t,t= --=- 
BA ‘:‘p 8 Ap 
dV av 63 on C. (6.14) 
6.2. An Identity for the p-System (6.9) 
The system (6.9) for p is of the same type as the system (2.19) for 4 in 
the controllability question, with the exception of the presence of the non- 
homogeneous term F defined by (6.8 j in the right hand side of (6.9a). It 
will be such a (non-smooth) term F that is the major cause of difficulties 
in the analysis below. We begin with an identity for p which is the counter- 
part of the identity (4.4) for 4. Henceforth, with no further mention, we 
take smooth initial data 
{U’o, b” 1; E 9btF). (6.15) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. With reference to (6.9), we have the identity (recall H 
in (1.16)) 
= s, HV(Ap) -V(AP) dQ + j” HVP, -VP, dQ 
Q 
+ i IQ Ap V(div k) .V(Ap) dQ + i jQ pz V(div 11) .Vp, dQ 
+j 
Q 
Fh.V(Ap)dQ+il FApdivhdQ 
(Ydp,-p,,h-V(Ap)),+~(yAp,--p,,Apdivfz), 1 
7 . (6.16) 
0 
In (6.16), the crucial term is the one involving Fh .V Ap. Accordingly, we 
rewrite (6.16) in a more convenient way as in the following basic identity. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. With reference to problem (6.9), the following identity 
holds true: 
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= j HWp) Wfp) 42 + j HVpt .Vp: dQ 
Q Q 
1 ApV(divh).V(Ap)dQ+il p,V(divh).Vp,dQ 
Q Q 
+ jr (D D*A 1i2wt, h . V(Ap,)), dt 
0 
(A1’*w, h-V(Apjj,+i (A%~, Ap div /z)~ 1 
r 
. (6.17) 
0 
ProoJ We recall (6.8) and integrate by parts in t, 
I = (F, h .V(AP))~ dt 0 
= - 
s 
= (D D*A112wt,, h .V(Ap)jQ dt 
0 
= - [(D D*P2wI, h .V(Ap)),],T 
+ 
! 
“= (D D*&‘*w~, h .V(Ap,)), dt; 
0 
.T 
i 
(F, Ap div 15)~ dt 
0 
=- 
5 
T 
(D D*Ali’*wr,, Ap div 1~)~ dt
0 
(6.18) 
= - [(D D*A1’*w,, Ap div I?),]: 
+ j’ (D D*A1~*w,, Ap, div h)n dt. 
0 
(6.19) 
We then insert (6.18) and (6.19) into the right hand side of (6.16) and use 
(6Sb), i.e., (from (1.3) since prlz= 0), 
,~I~‘~w=y Ap,-p,-D D*ALi2,r!t (6.20) 
to combine the ( , ),-terms. This way, we obtain (6.17). B 
6.3. Preliminary Lower Bound Estimates for the Right Hand Side of (6.17) 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. Under the sole assumption (1.15) on the matrix H(x) 
for the vector field h (and spec~jkally with no requirement (1.32) that h be 
parallel to v on r), we have the following inequality for the right hand side 
(R.H.S.) of identity (6.17) for arzy E > 0: 
R.H.S. cf (6.17) 
~7 JQ @‘(AP)I’+ IVP~I~+Y(AP~)~) dQ 
-+ I, {(A~)~+~;} dQ-?J’ jl~*~4~~‘~w&~) 
1’ O 
+ JT(mw2 wrv h .V(Apt))R dt + BOC 
0 
(6.21) 
POT= [ A1/*w, h .V(dp)), + k (A’%, Ap div h)s 
-!!+ 1 
T 
‘/2w, Ap), 
0’ 
(6.22) 
where we note explicitly that K,,, = 0 if h(x) is radial (or linear) (K1,,, is 
proportional to max IV(div h)l over 0). 
Prooj Step (i). We proceed as in (4.8) by use of identity (B.6) in 
Appendix B: 
J IV(Ap)l* + IVP,I’ Q 
=- ‘J lV(dp)12+lVp~12dQ+~JQ~~(A~~)*dQ 
2Q 
-fJQFApdQ-~C(gAp,-p,,Ap),l: 
(by (6.19) with div h = 1) 
=; JQ {IWp)12+ IVP~I~+Y(AP~)~I dQ 
-; JOT (D D*A 1’2wt, Ap,), dt -; [(A 1’2w, Ap),];, (6.23) 
after combining the ( , )n terms by virtue of (6.20). 
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Step (ii). We plainly have since D is bounded 
s 
= (D D*A 112 wt, Ap, div h)e dt 
0 
, 1 const, T 
- j \~D*A1%v,&-~ dt --E [’ y(Ap,)‘dt. 
‘Jho 
(6.24) 
'0 
Step (iii). We use assumption (1.15) on H for the first two terms on 
the right of (6.17); play 2ab -C&U’ + (l/s)b’ with the next two integral 
terms; use (6.23), (6.24), and a similar estimate for the last integral term in 
(6.23). This way we obtain (6.21). 1 
hMMA 6.4. With reference to POT in (6.22), we have for some C> 0 
independent of T, 
100~1 Q C[T-WT) + -W)l G C,zpE [~,“(T)+~o~i(~)2d=]. (6.25) 
Proof. Immediate from (6.22), (6.10) (6.0) via the Poincare inequality 
(see (6.9e)) for the first inequality, and then by (6.2) for the second 
inequality. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Under the sole assumption (1.15) on the matrix H(x) 
as in Proposition 6.3, we have 
R.H.S. qf (6.17) 
ays, {lVk’p)12+ lf’~,/~+Wp,)~} dQ 
K 
L” -- s E Q 
{ (Ap)’ +p:} dQ - const,,,? ,,‘,,($)‘dZ 
-C /z,p,eEr(T)+J-T (D D*ALy2wr, h.V(Ap,)),dt. (6.26) 
0 
Proof. We combine (6.25) with (6.21) with D*A’:*w, = i?ro,/& on C, see 
(5.2a). B 
6.4. Analysis of the Term in (6.26) Involuing D((Aw) jr) = D D*A1’*w, 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1.5. The following estimate on the 
last integral on the right hand side of (6.26) is the most demariding techni- 
cal issue of the present paper. It presents, with respect to the Kirchoff 
problem (l.l), a diffkulty of the same type as the one encountered in 
505.93’1.7 
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[L-T.7, Proposition 3.21 in the study of the uniform stabilization problem 
of the wave equation with feedback operator in the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. It is in establishing the next result that the assumption that the 
vector field h(x) is parallel to v(x) on r is used. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let the vector field h(x) be parallel to v(.x) on K Then the 
following estimate holds true: 
s = (D D*A”* wt, h . V(dp,)), dt 0 
+ j,’ llD*A”*~~c II f?(r) IIA 1’2M r.2(nj dt 
> 
+ ~Q(C&(T) + &@)I), (6.27) 
where the constants in 6 are of the form 11 DJI C,/y. 
Proof: The proof is given in the subsequent Section 6.5. 1 
Using Theorem 6.6 we can now complete the proof of inequality (6.1) 
and thus of Theorem 1.5. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 6.6, we have the 
estimate 
3 ‘&y/AT- C2papd -UT). (6.28) 
Proof: We insert (6.27) into the right hand side of (6.26) and recall 
from (6.13) that D*A’%, = -da>,/& on Z and also the identity (6.11) for 
A “*IV. We obtain 
R.H.S. of (6.17)>TjQ {IV(Ap)(*+ IVp,)*+y(dpl)*) dQ 
K 
‘,’ -- 
s e Q 
{(Ap)*+p:} dQ -const,+ 
- C&L(T) + &(O)l. (6.29) 
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Next, to return from p to )v, we recall the norm-equivalence (6.10) along 
with (1.5b), as well as the norm-equivalence (6.11).-(6.12). We obtain 
= C, joT E,,,(t) dt - c, jO’ jr (2)’ dZ, (6.30) 
where in the last step we have recalled (6.0) and (6.13). We now return to 
(6.29): we use (6.30) for the first term on the right of (6.29), and (6.2) for 
the last term on the right of (6.29). We obtain 
R.H.S. of (6.17)3(p-2c)C, jO=E,,(t)dt-+jQ {(Ap)l+pf} dQ 
- const,.Jh = dZ - C,,,E,,(T). (6.31) 
Finally, using the dissipativity property (from (1.29)), 
E,,.(t) dt > TEJ T) (6.32) 
on the right of (6.31) and recalling (6.14), as well as the L.H.S. of (6.17) 
we obtain (6.28). 1 
Next, we “absorb” the lower-order terms in (6.28). (We are assuming 
I-r = r; see Remark 4.2 otherwise.) 
~OPOSITION 6.8. Inequality (6.28) implies that for T sufficiently large, 
there exists CT > 0 such that 
’ dz + Il~Pll &co, r];~~(n)) + b’t 11 &o, Tl; L?(R)) 
(6.33) 
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ProoJ: We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, with respect his time 
to the p-problem (6.9). We only note explicitly that when we arrive at 
a(@)/& = 0 on Z (counterpart of (4.24b)) for the limit p, we then obtain 
that the right hand side of the Eq. (6.9aj for the j-problem becomes 
F= - D(@,/&) s 0 by (6.8). Thus, the P-problem is homogeneous on the 
right hand side, precisely like the &problem (4.24). The rest of the proof 
may then follow the argument of Lemma 4.2, below (4.24), and is based on 
the uniqueness property of the resulting p-problem (same as the &problem 
(4.24)) to produce a contradiction. a 
By using now (6.33) in (6.28) and recalling (6.14), we finally arrive at the 
sought-after inequality (6.1), that we state formally as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5 we obtain 
(6.34) 
and with T sufficiently Iasge, inequality (6.1) is protled. 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.5 is complete as soon as we prove 
Theorem 6.6. 
6.5. Proof of Theorem 6.6: h Parallel to v on r 
We follow as a guideline the proof of [L-T.7, Proposition 3.21, although 
new technicalities are now present. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. The following estimate holds: 
J ‘= (D D*Alnw rv h -V(~P,)), dt 0 
= -; J-oT (A ‘j2w, h . V(D D*.4 %v,), dt 
+ 0 
( 
JOT II D*A “%, II&-) dt 
> 
j-’ IlD*~“2~~~,ll:2~i-~ Il~1’241~2~c&’ > 
, 
0 
(6.35) 
where the constaFzts on 0 are of the form @(I C,/y. 
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Proof. Since pzlz=O from (6.9d), we have dp,= --A1”‘pr, see (1.3), 
and from (6Sb) we obtain 
dp, = - A lj2pPr =A 1’2(J + )‘A 112) -~ 1 [A li2)y $ D D*A li2q] 
= ; A l/IN, + $ D D*A 1,‘212’r _ ! (I+ 1’A l/2) - 1 -4 li& 
1 
-; (Z+pA”2)-1 D D*A1iZ,vt, (6.36) 
since .4’:‘(Z+ y~I”~)-l= [Z- (I+ ~A’~2)-‘]/1; as in Appendix C. Using 
(6.36) we can write 
(D D*A1%q, h .V(dp,)), = (1) + (2) + (3) + (4). (.6.37) 
; (6.38 j
(2) =; (D D*Ali2wt, h -V(A1’2w)),; (6.39j 
(3)= -f (D D*A1”‘wl, h.V((.Z+yA”“)-’ A’:2~v)),; (6.40) 
(4) = -; (D D*A1~*wr, h .V((Z+yA”2)p’ D D*A”2w,)),. (6.41) 
We shall use the identity (from the divergence theorem) 
1 dh .VI,!I dQ = 1 qS$h. v dT-- 1 $h -Vq5 dQ - { &!J div h dQ, (6.42a j 
n I- R n 
in’ particular, for 4 = $, 
Estimate of (1). We use (6.42b) with e = D D*ALi2wJ,,,$. We obtain 
(1 j =$ (D D*A1i2wr, (D D*A’%,)h . I’)~ 
-; (D D*A1:‘2w,, D D*A’!‘w, div h)Q 
(6.43) 
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Estimate of (2). We use (642a) with $= D D*A1”wt, hence 
4 1 r = D*A%v,; and @ = A ‘/2,c, hence $lr= [A’.“n~/j.] = - [d,t~]~= 
D*A1;2w, by (1.3) and (1.24e), (2.10), (5.2a). We obtain 
+ 4( lID*A’%, 11 Lztr) /I A1.“w// Lz,n,), (6.44: 
with constants in Q of the form C,,/y or lIDI C/J-9, respectively. 
Estimates of (3) and (4). These are more regular terms. The terms on 
the right hand side of the inner products (6.40) and (6.41) are both 
in H1(Q) (a.e. the second) [e.g., A1’2w~L2(Q), (I+yAli2)-’ A”‘wE 
9(A”2) c H2(Q) by (1.6a) in the first case, while the term D D*A1i’2nj, on 
the left of these inner products is in H’12(Q) a.e.] 
(3)= O(IID*A’“w 1) T llA’.‘w’l = I L_(r) I LI(s?If (6.45) 
(4) = O( IID*A1i2~vI // &), (6.46) 
with constants in 0 of the same form as before in (6.44). Using the 
estimates (6.43)-(6.46) in (6.37) and integrating in t yields (6.35). Proposi- 
tion 6.10 is proved. i 
We finally handle the first integral term at the right side of (6.35). It is 
this term which presents technical difficulties similar to those encountered 
in the stabilization of the wave equation with Dirichlet feedback CLT.71. 
These are overcome when the vector field h(x) is parallel to the normal 1’ 
on lY 
LEMMA 6.11. Let {w,, wl> ECU!, and let the vector fieId h(x) be 
parallel to the normal unit uector v on r, so that h(o) = b(o) v, (T E r, for a 
smooth boundary function b. Then we haue 
(A112w(t), h .V(D D*A”‘w,(t))), 
av D(b D*A%J(~)), D*A”‘w(t) 
> r 
+ ‘(IID*A”‘~~,(t)ll L*(r) llA1iZt~(t)llL~!~)) a.e. in t. (6.47) 
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ProoJ: Step 1. Recalling (1.3) and MJ 1 Z = 0 in (1.1~) and using Green’s 
second theorem, we obtain (all inner products are in L,: unless otherwise 
noted ) 
- (A1i2nv, h . V(D D*A1’%‘rr))n 
= (Aw, h .V(D D*A’i2w,))Q = (1) + (2); 
(I)= g, hT(DD*A”‘,v,)) 
I- 
= - (D*ALi2w, h .V(D D*A1”2w,)), (by P.10)); 
(2)= (w, d(h .V(D D*A’%,))),. 
Step 2. We analyze (1). We claim that 
(1)~ -f~(~D(bD*A’;.2~),D*A”2,~’ 
> 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
(6.50) 
(6.51) 
To prove (6.51), we use the assumption h(o) = b(o)v on the vector field 
and rewrite (1) from (6.49) by means of Green’s second theorem recalling 
that DgI,=g by (2.9): 
(1) = - D*A’/*,v, b $ (D 
r 
a = - b D*A1’2,,!, - (D D*A1!2,~~,) 
at1 > 
(6.52) 
r 
=- $ D(b D*A’%v), D*A”*w, 
! r ’ 
(6.53) 
where cancellations occur because of the definition of D in (2.9). Next, we 
compute by (6.52), (6.53), 
- D(b D*A’!‘w), D*A”?v 
I 
D*A%, b $ (D D*A%;J 
> 
. 
r 
(6.54) 
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Using A(/%) =/l da + CI AD + 2Vg -Va = 2V(Db) .V(Dg), if fl= Db, and 
a = Dg for some vector g E &(T), we can readily verify that D(6g) = 
(Db)(Dg) - x, hence 
on p aD(k) = 6 a(&) Wb) ax 
av av+gT-&v I 
(6.55) 
where x satisfies 
Ax = 2V(Db) .V(Dg) in Q; x=0 on r; 
or 
x = 2A -‘[V(Db) .V(Dg)]. (6.56) 
We now specialize (6.55) to the case of our interest where 
g= D*A%J~E &(r) a.e. in t by (1.31). Thus, the right hand side (R.H.S.) 
of (6.54) becomes by (6.55), 
R.H.S. of (6.54) = 6; (D D*A”‘wr), D*A”“w 
> I- 
(6.57) 
= 2 (D D*A”‘w,), D*A1’2,~ 
I- 
+ fl( IlD*A”2~~t II L?(r) llA1’2~~llL2(~)h (6.58) 
since with g = D*A112w, E L,(T) a.e., V(Dg) E H-1/2pE(Q) [L-M.l, p. 851, 
we obtain x E H 3/2-E(Q) by (6.56), hence d;C/av EH-“(T) [K.l, Theorem 
3.8.11; on the other hand, D*A%E H’j2(f) by (2.9) with s= 0, and thus 
ax 
&’ 
D*A 112~, 
> 
= O(IID*A”2b~t IILz(rj IIA”2~~ll~2~n,) a.e. in t, (6.59) 
r 
which completes the proof-of the step from (6.57) to (6.58). (The validity 
of (6.59) can be proved also by the use of Green’s second theorem followed 
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by identity (6.42a).) Then (6.54) and (6.58), along with (6.52), yield (6.51) 
as desired. 
Step 3. We analyze (2). We claim that 
(2) = (w; d(h . (D D*A1’*w,)))Q 
= O( l(D*A”*w, (I rz(r) 1\.4’%Yll L2(R,) a.e. in t. (6.60) 
This follows by writing 
(2)= (A~'!2A1:21~,d(h.V(DD*A'!*11't)))a, (6.61) 
with -4%~ L*(Q), D*A’~%~,E L2(ZJ a.e. in t and proceeding as in the 
proof of [L-T.7, Lemma 3.31 from (A.5) to (A.15) in Appendix A of this 
reference. 
Step 4. Using identity (6.48), and the estimates (6.51) and (6.60), we 
obtain (6.47). 1 
The proof of Lemma 6.11 is complete. 1 
Lemma 6.11 allows us to complete the estimate of the first integral term 
on the right of (6.35), hence of the desired integral term of Theorem 6.6. 
COROLLARY 6.12. Under the assunzptions of Lemma 6.11, toe hatle 
s 
T 
(A 1’2w, h . V( D D*A L’2w,))Q dt = c” 
0 (s 
o= 11 D*A ‘dew, IIL?Crj (IA1!*~%‘/I L2,aj dt> 
-I- O(E,.(T? + E,,,(O)), (6.62) 
where the constants in 0 depend on 11011, b, but not on T. 
ProoJ: From (6.47) by integration by parts in t: 
= (ki2w(t), h .V(D D*A’:*w,(t))), dt 
1 a = +z 
K 
II D(b D*A”“w~t)), D*A”‘*w(t) 
+ 0 j’ II D*A”*w, 11 rlCrj IIA”*wII L2CR, dt . 
> 
(6.63) 
0 
Now Ali2w(t) E &(a) implies D*A”2w(t) E H”*(r) by (2.14) with s= 0 
and with b smooth, we have that D(b D*A”2w(t))~H’(Q) by (2.13), and 
it solves the Laplace equations. Therefore (J/C%) D(b o*A’!2n$t)) E 
JI-~‘!~(ZJ [K.l, Theorem 3.8.1, p. 71 and ff]. Thus 
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I( 
$ D(b D*A1’2w(t)), D”A1’%(t) 
)I - 
< g D(b D*A”2w(t)) 
II 
!I II H-‘;*(r) !(D*A1~2u’(t)(( ffl!z(r) 
< c IlA”2tv(t)ll &  d C&(t). (6.64) 
Thus, (6.64) used in (6.63) yields (6.62). 1 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6.6, we combine (6.62) with (6.35), 
thus obtaining (6.27). 1 
APPENDIX A 
For future reference to regularity/exact controllability/uniform stabiliza- 
tion problems for Eq. (l.la) with boundary conditions different from 
(l.lct(l.ld), we shall first derive a general identity for 4 only solution to 
(1.2a), with no use of boundary conditions (1.2c)-( 1.2d), in terms of a 
general smooth vector field h(x) = [h,(x), . . . . h,(x)] over Ss, see Eq. (A.5) 
below. Next, we shall specialize such an identity (A.5) to 4 which satisfies 
also the B.C. (1.2c)-(1.2d) of this paper. 
Identity for 4 Which Solves (1.2a). We multiply (1.2a) by h .V(dd) 
and integrate over Q. We obtain, see respectively [L-T.4, Eq. (A.6) and 
Eq. (A.7), Appendix A] 
-- : JQ ]Vd, 1’ div k dQ - 1 $, V(div II) .V$, dQ (‘4.1) 
Q 
f 
A’& .V(AC$) dQ 
Q 
- 1 HV(Ab).V(AqS)dQ+fS (V(Aqb)12divhdQ. (A.2) 
Q Q 
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Finally, we compute the new term by integration by parts on t 
--$I (~d,)*h.vd~+~~ (dd,)‘divhdQ (A.3 1 
z Q 
after using also the identity 
with I/I=L@~ and 12 replaced by AqS,h. Using (A.l)-(A.3) in Eq. (1.2a) 
results in the identity 
+j d,V(divh).V~~dg+Sefh.V(Ag)dQ 
Q 
- C(4,, h .V(&)), + y(Ad,, h ~V(&W,li-. (A.5) 
Specialization of the Left Hand Side of (AS) to 4 Satisfying Also the 
Boundary Conditions (1.2c)-( 1.2d). Recalling (1.2ct( 1.2d), we obtain on 
z: qst=oO; Aq5, FE 0; vcp, i I-; WV) 1 I- 
(A.61 Iv4,I = i$i I 
h.V(A&=yh-,y ,V(A&l=/yi. 
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Thus, the left hand side (L.H.S.) of identity (A.5) becomes 
L.H.S. of (A.5j=f~z[(~)2+(~)2}h~~dZ. (A.7) 
Specialization of the Right Hand Side of (A.5) to Radial Vector Fields 
17(x)=x-x0. Using div h = dim 52 = n; H(x) = identity, we obtain for the 
right hand side of (A.5) 
R.H.S. of (A.5)= [ iV(d@(‘+IV&l”dQ+;~ IV&12-IV(@j12dQ 
'Q Q 
+ys, (A~,)2de+fQfll.ViAOdl! 
- L-(dr, h .VW))a + YW,, h WWM~. (A.81 
APPENDIX B 
Again, we shall first obtain an identity, (B.4) below, for 4 that solves 
only (1.2a) and for an arbitrary smooth vector field h(x) on 9. Next, we 
shall specialize this identity (B.4) to the case where 4 satisfies, in addition, 
the B.C. (1,2c)-( 1.2d) and, moreover, the vector field is radial. 
Identity for qb Which Solves (1.2a). We multiply Eq. (1.2a) by dd div h 
and integrate over Q. We obtain, see respectively [L-T.4, Eq. (B.l ), and 
Eq. (B.2), Appendix B] 
1 q5,Aq5divhdQ= jrg8,divhdT=f V+.V(b,divh)d!Z2]T 
Q [ a 0 
- 
s = g qbr div h dZ + jQ IV4, I2 div h dQ 
+ fQ ch V(div h) .V@, dQ (B.l) 
fQ A24 Ad div h dQ = Ix y Aq3 div h dC - / IV(Ad)l’ div h dQ 
Q 
- dd V(div h) .V(Ad) dQ. f P.2) Q 
Finally, the new term is 
Y f Aq4,,AddivhdQ=[y(A$,,Aq5divh),],’-y/ (Aq4r)2divhdQ. (B.3) 
Q Q 
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Using (B.l)-(B.3) in Eq. (L2a) yields 
~Qilvl,12+~(Ad,)2-lv(Apl)12~divhdQ 
- Q4,V(divh).Vd,dQ s 
T 
iv h d ) s2 - jr $4, div k dr 1 0 
+ YCW,, A4 div hIall. (B.4) 
Specialization of (B.4) to 4 Satisfying Also the B.C. (1.2c))( 1.2d). From 
(1.2c)-(1.2d) we obtain for future reference 
ij ~lV~,12+~~(A~,)2-lV(A~)12}divhdQ 
Q 
+~jQ~A~divhdQ+~[~(A(,,A)divh),-(m,,A$divh),,]~. 
(J3.5) 
In particular, if we use more simply the multiplier Aq3 in the above 
procedure, we obtain 
s (~V~,~‘+Y(A~,~~-~V(A~~~~~ dQ Q 
(B.6) 
to be used in (4.8) and (6.23). 
APPENDIX C 
Recalling A and A li2 from (1.3), we see that thle abstract version of the 
homogeneous problem (1.2) is 
A, + YA1’2d,, + 4 =f, 
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or 
q$,,= -(z+~IA’!2)--1~+(z+yAli2)-lf 
y > 0. But 
Al,‘(I+7ALI’)-‘=~~-~(I+:A’;‘)-’ on L2(Q), 
and thus, recalling d from (2.2), we have on 9(A’j2) 
cc.11 
(C.2) 
(C-3) 
(C.4) 
where in going from (C.3) to (C.4) we have used (C.2). Thus, on 9(A’j2), 
the generator d of the second-order equation (Cl) acts like a bounded 
perturbation of A’/2/1j = -A/y, which reveals the hyperbolic character of 
Eq. (1.2) with speed of propagation ,,/$. Thus, (1.2) can be rewritten as 
{ 
),,=~A~+~-(l+~~1.2)-1~+(~+~~1~2)-1~; 
(C.5) 
4Iz=AdI,=O. 
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